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At MORryde, we understand... “It's a Jeep thing”. You like to drive with the top off and, of course, you're the type of driver who runs out of fuel before you tire of adventure. Jeep owners know what life is like on the road less traveled. Rough terrain, extreme weather, seemingly impassable obstacles – they are no challenge for you! It’s a Jeep thing, and we uphold that same pride in our American-made line-up of Jeep off-road accessories. MORryde’s full line of heavy-duty Jeep accessories lets you travel a little farther and play a lot harder.
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TRAIL KITCHEN

A compact, modular bolt-in kitchen system that fits in the back of the Jeep Wrangler — or any vehicle with a flat surface. Perfect for tailgating or off-road adventures.

- Combine optional counters for over 5 1/2 sq. ft. of counter space
- A drawer with 300 cu. in. of storage
- Sliding tray and collapsible table
- Easy to install and quick to remove

- Accommodates most fridge/freezers — Dometic, ARB 50 quart, and others
FIT GUIDE

The Base Trail Kitchen can be installed on any other flat vehicle surface (2 Door Jeep Wrangler, Toyota 4-Runner, Truck, Trailer, etc.) with drilling a few holes to mount it.
Perfectly designed to carry gear on overland and off-road expeditions. Mounts to the MORryde heavy-duty tailgate reinforcement and heavy-duty tailgate hinges.

- Load capacity of 75lbs
- Accommodates spare tires* up to 37"
- Mount Rotopax containers on both sides
- Generously-sized cargo rack
- Easily mount a trail jack
- Mounting grids on both sides to attach MOLLE pouches and gear

* Spare tire not included

OVERLAND HI-LIFT ACCESSORY

Carry gear during overland and offroad expeditions.

- Corrosion resistant hardware
- Conveniently mount a HI-Lift Jack to your JP54-035 Overland Rack

JP56-035 Overland Rack
JP54-054 Overland Hi-Lift
Like all vehicles — big or small — space seems to be an issue. Every square inch is packed with your air fresheners, your kid’s toys, your spare change, your car jack, and of course, your prized collection of fast-food receipts. Fortunately, we came up with our very own trunk storage solution to give you added space for whatever the need.

- Mounts to the inside of your tailgate
- Easy installation
- Two styles: aluminum, hard cover door or netted door
- Holds up to 35 lbs on door
- Allows for over 800 cubic inches of storage space
- Locking door to secure possessions (Only available with hard cover door)
- Water resistant bulb seal finish

STOREGATE

OVERHEAD MOLLE PANEL

- Fits all JKU (4 door Jeep Wranglers)
- Utilizes unused space
- Easily installs in minutes and attaches directly to roll bars with no drilling
- Provisions for MOLLE pouches, Quick Fist Clamps, Hi-Lift Jack, Recovery Shovels, and more
- Conveniently stores your gear out of site

JK StoreGate
JK StoreGate w/Netted Door
TJ StoreGate
TJ StoreGate w/Netted Door

JP54-020
JP54-032
JP54-028
JP54-033
Rock, mud, sand, or stream – no landscape is too rugged for your Jeep Wrangler, but after a few legendary adventures, your factory equipment may not stand up to all that fun. The combination of MORryde’s Heavy-Duty Tailgate Hinges, Tailgate Reinforcement, and Spare Tire Carrier offers unparalleled strength and durability so when your next great adventure calls, you and your Wrangler will both be ready.

1 **HEAVY-DUTY TAILGATE REINFORCEMENT**

Designed to work with MORryde’s Heavy-Duty Hinges, the Heavy-Duty Tailgate Reinforcement is ideal for those with oversized spare tires and can hold up the extra weight where your factory equipment will eventually warp and fail.

2 **HEAVY-DUTY TAILGATE HINGES**

A substantial upgrade over factory hinges with added strength and hardcore styling. This durable tailgate hinge set makes upgrading your weak factory hinges a simple and painless process.
MORryde’s Heavy-Duty Spare Tire Carrier is just what you’ll need to mount an oversized spare. It features a unique design that can handle most 37-40 inch tires and comes with an adjustable third brake light mount.
Everyone wants larger, more aggressive tires on their Jeep, but the factory tailgate isn’t up to the task of carrying heavier spares. Carrying a heavier spare on the stock tailgate can cause the tailgate welds to break and the hinges to weaken, sag, and rattle. The Heavy-Duty Tailgate Reinforcement eliminates weak points in the factory tailgate and hinge system. No more risk of broken tailgate welds or prematurely worn hinges.

- Eliminates weak points in the factory tailgate and hinge system
- Retains the factory look of the Jeep
- Compatible with the factory spare carrier up to 33” (or upgrade to the MORryde Heavy-Duty Spare Carrier for even more strength)
- Compatible with the factory bumper or aftermarket bumpers

**JK HEAVY-DUTY Tailgate Reinforcement & Offroad Jack Carrier**

**TJ HEAVY-DUTY Tailgate Reinforcement & Heavy-Duty Tailgate Hinges**

**NOW AVAILABLE**

Purchase the TJ Tailgate Reinforcement and the Heavy-Duty Tailgate Hinges as a kit. JP54-022
We understand the need to be the biggest Jeep on the trail. You find it thrilling to tower over those boulders as you hit the rugged terrain. You find it equally satisfying looking down on lesser cars as you drive down the interstate. Your spare tires are big, they are bulky, and they are heavy. The MORryde Spare Tire Carrier is a USA-made heavy-duty set up which gives you peace of mind as you go off on your next adventure.

- Strong, but lightweight
- Two mounting positions; the lower position will support most spares up to 37”, and the higher position will support most spares up to 40”
- Designed to be used with the MORryde Heavy-Duty Tailgate Reinforcement, but can mount directly to the factory tailgate
- Comes with an adjustable third brake light stalk which accepts the factory brake light, adjustable to be visible over 40” tires
Vehicle wear-and-tear is bound to happen over time, especially if you like to play hard. At MORryde, we manufacture the replacement accessories that matter most, like our Jeep Tailgate Hinges. When factory hinges begin to wear out, some Jeep enthusiasts might notice a loose tailgate, an annoying rattle, or a sagging rear door that is hard to close. These Heavy-Duty Hinges restore the integrity of the Jeep tailgate.

- Stronger than the factory hinges
- Only hinge on the market that is greaseable for long life and smooth operation
- Mounting points for accessories
- Rebuildable
- Reduces tailgate rattle

**Pair the Heavy-Duty Hinges with MORryde’s Tailgate Reinforcement & Heavy-Duty Spare Tire Carrier.**
HEAVY-DUTY DOOR HINGES

Our Heavy-Duty Door Hinges may be small, but they help improve the overall look by giving you a more rugged, custom style to help set your Jeep apart.

- 100% stainless steel
- Rugged, custom style
- Durable powder coat finish
- Complements the MORryde Heavy-Duty Tailgate Hinges
- Easy to install

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JP54-036</td>
<td>2-Door Hinges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP54-037</td>
<td>4-Door Hinges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With your adventurous attitude and determined spirit, you tend to get yourself stuck in between a rock and a hard place. . . literally. With the help of your Offroad Jack and the support of the MORryde Offroad Jack Carrier, you will be able to play more and worry less. Our carrier conveniently attaches to the MORryde Heavy-Duty Tailgate Hinges (sold separately) with just a few pieces of hardware.
Stay connected to the trails ahead with the MORryde CB Antenna Mount.

- Conveniently attaches to the MORryde Heavy-Duty Hinges with just a few pieces of hardware
- Can be installed simultaneously with a MORryde Offroad Jack Mount or the MORryde Hinge Mount Rotopax Carrier

Set yourself apart and go the distance with the MORryde Rotopax Carrier. While others turn the wheel and call it a day, you are able to stay, play, and explore further. With just a few pieces of hardware, our Rotopax Carrier easily attaches to the Heavy-Duty Tailgate Hinge (sold separately). No drilling or additional holes necessary.

- Holds a 1.0, 1.75, 2.0, or 3.0-gallon Rotopax fuel container
- Easy to remove when not needed

* Rotopax not included
Store your fuel or water cans up and out of the way of hazards with the MORryde Side Mounts and Trays. The kit includes an easy-to-mount tray as well as a ratchet strap for securing your favorite storage can. Carry the fuel, water, or supplies you’ll need for a long trail run without taking up your precious cargo space.

- Side Mount is compatible with a Rotopax mount
- Attach a Universal Tray for use with a Jerry, NATO, and Scepter cans
- No drilling - Attaches to mounting points already present in the Jeep
- Acts as a secondary provision for mounting your CB antenna
- Can be removed in minutes when not needed
- Mounts to the frame of your Jeep just in front of the passenger or the driver side door. Simple bolt-on installation and no drilling
- Available in tall or short style
- Tray holder slides into a frame-mounted receiver and can be installed or removed in minutes
- Carry an extra source of liquid for long trips
- Includes ratchet strap to secure the can

JP54-006 TJ Side Mount w/Short Tray
JP54-007 TJ Side Mount w/Tall Tray
The MORryde Ammo Can Tray and Accessory Grid make up the Ammo Can Kit. These products were designed to utilize that hard-to-use cargo space in your Jeep Wrangler. Ammo cans are perfect for carrying your recovery supplies such as chains, recovery straps, tools, or other gear needed on the trail. The Ammo Can Tray makes for easy and efficient storage of those items. The Accessory Grid allows you to attach standard MOLLE pouches and other gear right underneath the Ammo Can Tray, keeping all those loose items close and secure.

- The Accessory Grid is easily installed using factory holes
- The Ammo Can Tray attaches directly to the Accessory Grid
- Rugged 14-gauge steel construction and durable powder coat finish
- Supports all common ammo can sizes

**USING ONLY THE AMMO CAN TRAY**

The Ammo Can Tray can be installed to many aftermarket accessories such as Swing-Away Spare Tire Carriers and MORryde Side Mounts. Get added storage by mounting Ammo Can Trays to both sides of your Jeep with the MORryde Side Mounts. (See page 16 and 17 for Side Mount details.)
While you were conquering some far-off adventure, MORryde was busy dreaming up new accessories for your Jeep — the kind of aftermarket add-ons that let Jeep enthusiasts venture even greater distances. A MORryde Rear Mount and Tray will allow you to carry the fuel, water or supplies you’ll need so you can take the road less traveled.

- Mounts directly to spare tire carrier
- Trays are available in tall or short styles
- No drilling required
- Can be removed in minutes when not needed

FIT GUIDE
- Any JK with the stock spare tire carrier
- Any JK with the MORryde spare tire carrier installed
- Any vehicle with a spare tire carrier that has at least a 3" diameter clearance hole centered in the middle of the lugs AND has a lug pattern of 5 x 4.5", 5 x 5", or 5 x 5.5"
At MORryde, we have a passion for solving problems. Whether we’re fabricating custom solutions, modifying a commercial chassis, or creating our innovative Jeep products, we answer to a wide range of markets and deliver on a variety of needs. At MORryde, it’s simply about doing MORE for our customers, and it doesn’t stop at the sale. We stand behind our products, believing in quality first, service always. No matter the issue, we’ll be the first to respond and the last to be satisfied. In short, we build better — together.